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Gather Your Ingredients and Start Cooking!
Roll up your sleeves and prepare to whip up some of the tastiest Web sites imaginable. The Joy of Dreamweaver MX: Recipes for Data-Driven Web Sites is chock full of recipes, solutions, and helpful advice on using Dreamweaver MX to create beautiful and practical Web sites. Learn to create database connections, bind and preview live data, and build complex and design-oriented Web applications. Author Paul Newman assembles all the essential Dreamweaver ingredients, then presents cookbook-style recipes for constructing actual Web solutions you can customize and use. From defining a site's goals, to design and production, to publishing and maintaining the active site, this book is an eight-course meal of insightful information.

	Follow recipes to create Web applications in a jiffy  
	Spice up Web pages with data-driven solutions  
	Stir in Microsoft Access and SQL Server databases  
	Utilize the new integrated workspace and Multiple Document Interface (MDI)  
	Cook up and serve dynamic ASP and ColdFusion applications for the Web  
	Take advantage of Dreamweaver's support for the latest Internet technologies  
	Master advanced techniques to take your Web cooking skills to the next level  
	Fortify the book's information with working examples from the companion Web site  
	Whet your appetite with plenty of sample code and third-party extensions  


About the Author

Paul Newman is the President of BRAVE NEW WURLD, a Web design firm in Vancouver, British Columbia. Paul has a B.A. in English & Creative Writing from SUNY-Binghamton, and an MFA in Film Production from the UCLA School of Film & Television. He graduated with Honors in English from SUNY-Binghamton, where his novel received the "Senior Honors Thesis Award" and "First Prize for Best Undergraduate Fiction." He has also written half a dozen screenplays, one of which, "Buffalo Wings," was a top-ten finalist for the coveted Nicholl Fellowship Screenwriting Award in Los Angeles. He has been building Web sites since 1997, and his clients include I/O Software (www.iosoftware.com), RaikaUSA.com, Officetek.com, VoiceoverAmerica.com, and BarbaraTyson.com.
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Windpower WorkshopCentre for Alternative Technologies, 2001

	As the true costs of fossil fuels are revealed, the ancient art of windpower is making a steady comeback, and many countries are promoting wind energy generation as part of a drive toward a sustainable future. Yet many environmental enthusiasts prefer a more do-it-yourself approach. Windpower Workshop provides all the essential...
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Home Networking (Missing Manual)Pogue Press, 2005
Millions of computers around the world today are connected by the Internet, so why is it still so hard to hook up a few PCs in you own home? Whether you want to share an Internet connection, install WiFi, or maybe just cut down on the number of printers you own, home networks are supposed to help make your life easier. Instead, most aspiring home...
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Innovate!: How Great Companies Get Started in Terrible TimesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Learn the lessons of how great companies began in the worst economic times


	Eli Lilly. IBM. Medtronic, Procter & Gamble. Hewlett-Packard and Marvel Entertainment. All great companies and all made their start during the worst economic times.


	Innovate!: How Great Companies Get Started in Terrible Times is first...
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Guide to Computer AnimationFocal Press, 2002
'This book is a must for all aspiring animators and for all media production students. I thoroughly recommend it.'
Andrew Daffy, Co-Head 3D Commercials, FrameStore CFC, UK

'A visual treat... What a great resource for people new to the world of computer animation.'
Mike Kroes at Creativecow.net     

       Any...
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Digital Logic Design, Fourth EditionNewnes, 2002
Brian Holdsworth's Digital Logic Design is a well established undergraduate text on digital systems - offering full coverage of the field for first and second year modules and HND units. It has also proved popular in industry as a reference text. 

Clive Woods has fully revised the text to cover all the latest developments in the field...
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Chemoradiation in Cancer Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2002

	Internationally recognized experts in cancer biology and clinical research review the present status of the multimodality approach to the management of solid tumors and speculate on possible future strategies for chemoradiation therapy. The authors detail applications of combined modality therapy in lung, esophageal, breast, gastric,...
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